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Black market albion guide

A tool to compare local market prices with Albion Online's black market. Legal matters Since this is mainly about the presentation of data obtained from a legal API, albion-online-data, this cannot be ilgal. Running Mac users can refer to this issue: #5 Download the latest version, unpack it,
and run the executable file. The city you choose will be where you buy items directly from sales orders. You can also choose what kind of items you want to trade. Shortly after you click the search button, you'll see a list with the following layout: [ITEM] [CITY_SELL_PRICE]
[BLACKMARKET_BUY_PRICE] [PROFIT_VALUE_WITH_6%_TAX] Important note: Using this program won't give you up-to-date pricing. Real-time pricing To update market prices you must first download the albiondata client and keep it running. Then visit the market, the items in the
current market listing will be automatically updated to the API. Discussion You can find discussions for this program at: reddit.com/r/albiononline forum.albiononline.com Page 2 You cannot perform this action at this time. You're signed in with another tab or window. Reload to update the
session. You have registered in another tab or window. Reload to update the session. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so you can build better products. Learn more. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how you
use GitHub.com so you can build better products. You can always update your selection by clicking Cookie Preferences at the bottom of the page. For more information, see our Privacy Policy. We use essential cookies to perform essential functions of the website, for example they are
used to access you. To find out more We always use analytics cookies to understand how you use our websites so you can improve them, for example they are used to collect information about the pages you visit and how many clicks you need to carry out an activity. Read more Hey
everyone. I just wanted to share what I've learned on the Black Market since, when I started, I had no idea what it was or how it worked and I certainly had no idea how to profit from it. With all the new players I thought it would be nice to have a quick guide on how to use the Black
Market.Since the game went F2P I've tried my luck at the Black Market, mainly because all the areas right now are clustered and I've only played a couple of hours a day just to fill books and water crops. What I'm mainly showing you is what I've learned from the last few weeks about using
Black Market and some resources that you can use to make things easier for you. If you don't know what the Black Market is, here's the full guide I wrote (this post is all about silver production) or watch this albion developer video. If you've never used the Black Market before, don't worry,
it's simple enough to understand. Basically, every time an object falls from a in Albion comes from the Black Market. The Black Market buys these items from players and then distributes them as appropriate. Prices can go up or down depending on the supply/demand of an item, i.e. if many
mobs releasing a specific item are killed the price goes up, while if the Black Market has recently purchased an item from a player the price drops. To sell an item on the Black Market, do exactly what I would do if you sold to the auction house. You can also place sales orders in the Black
Market if you wish. When dealing with the Black Market there are two main ways to make silver, selling your handicrafts or auction house arbitrage. We will deal mainly with the latter. Auction house arbitrage is the purchase of an item from the AH at a price lower than the one where the
Black Market is buying it. For example, a 30k sword sold to the auction house is purchased from the Black Market for 50k of silver, in this example, I would make 20k of silver. A real example below is a Level 5 knights armor set that is purchased for 55k silver in the Black Market while it is
also sold for 38k silver on the AH. This allows you a profit of ~16k silver after commissions. Black market priceI'm not really priced, that's basically all there is on the black market. It probably has the lowest entry barrier in the game and doesn't require much skill to make several thousand
silvers per hour. Of course, there is some skill in playing on the Black Market and many people make a good portion of silver only from camping to the Black Market.Some things to note on the Black Market:Having a high credit is important. Making silver 60k on a &lt;100k item= is= hard,=
making= 60k= on= a=&gt;250k object is easy. Do not buy in bulk. If someone beats you to the purchase order, you don't want to have 5 items that you can't profit from. That guy's literally a mobster in Caerleon. It's a godfather reference. I really didn't have it until a few days ago. First of all,
one of the best tips I can give you is to use Albion2D. On the website, there is a section that lists all the items and their prices, including the black market price. Unfortunately, it doesn't update prices too often because it uses an unofficial API, but it's still incredibly useful for having an
atmosphere for average prices. By the way, I have a rule of thumb that seems a bit reliable (at least in my experience). When dealing with levels of enchantment, the price should go like this:.1 = Base + 50% Basic.2 = .1 + 50% of .1.3 = .2 + 100% of .2To be clear if the base was 100k which
would mean:.1 = 150k.2 = 225k.3 = 450kObviously, it is not perfect, but it helped me reduce trips to the AH to check prices. Every time an item is sold for less than the one on the BM, it probably you should worry. My last tip is to use market filters to your advantage. Since the BM will only
buy the exact item (it must be of the same quality) it can be quite expensive to buy the wrong item. Then, first &lt;/100k&gt; &lt;/100k&gt; at the AH to check prices, be sure to filter for the exact item. This means by name, level, level of enchantment and quality (you don't need to use
categories, just type in the name). BM FiltersThis saves you a lot of time because AH and BM don't have separate filters, which means you can set the filters to the BM and have them on the AH when you open the market UI. The only thing you need to remember is what the price was,
which is nice enough for lazy people like me. As I just established, I'm a pretty lazy person. So I don't even like to lazily scroll through various elements to see what works at the time. I prefer to know what has worked for me in the past and stick to that. This not only helps me make more
silver, but also saves me a lot of time. All I do is put the hit jumps in an excel sheet and check them out every day. If one does not work for a certain number of days, it is marked and is not checked. That makes it so I don't have to waste time on something that won't make me much profit. Is
this method accurate? No, not really. But it's easy and can maximize your profit/hr. My routine in a nutshell:Check BM pricesCompare BM prices to past artists If they look good, buy and sell them If they don't, report it Again until I'm done with the best performersYe I have less than a certain
amount (10,20 whatever I feel) then I only check the previously marked items and add the ones that do well (silver profit 60k+)Ya, so that's all I have. As I said, I mainly play with the Black Market, so I'm not exactly a tycoon, but I hope some of this can help you make some silver on the
Black Market.Page 2 15 comments Albion Online &gt; Discussions générales &gt; Détails du sujet Caerleon, Black Market and Black Zones I just found out through research that the black market exists and how it works. My question is: is the black market in Caerleon which (from what I can
tell) is a black zone. Does this mean that while using this NPC I could be killed by anyone who passes? Is there any safe spot in the area? Is there general respect for merchants here to be safe? Any information about how this area works would be appreciated! I'd hate to travel there just to
be killed while talking to the NPC. I also know I should go through the red zones to get there. This brings a second question: is it generally safe to pass through a red zone on horseback due to speed? Or are there solutions for the gank team to deal with travelers on horseback? Caerleon is
a safe place (blue zone) NPC is in caerleon, so you are safe using this npc. You can only die out of town. Remarque : ce formulaire n'est à utiliser QUE pour signaler du de la publicité et des messages problématiques (harcèlement, agressivité, grossièretés). Today I will teach you the black
market of Albion Online. This alternative to the traditional auction house has made many smart players very rich. Let's get to it What is the Market in Albion Online? The Albion Online black market is the answer to a question you may not even have thought of asking, where do the drops
come from? Now, most MMO players understand that falls from mobs or bosses are usually exclusive to those bosses and cannot be realized, however, in Albion Online, that's not the case. Albion Online is a player-led economy and would be hard to accomplish if everyone could simply kill
the crowd for the best equipment. Instead, Albion Online operates this traditional MMO mechanic with the Black Market. Basically, any item you collect from a crowd in Albion Online was put there by the Black Market and made by a player. Crazy, right? Next I will explain how it works in
more detail. How the black market works in Albion Online Old Video Since 2017 But still valid is fine, so we've established that the Black Market is how you receive rare loot in Albion Online. Great. But let's explore how the system works in more depth. The first thing you need to know is that
the Black Market can only be sold to, so supply and demand are different from traditional AH. The offer is based entirely on the number of people selling there, while demand is based entirely on the number of players killing mobs. Although, like traditional AH, more people are required by
the object (killing mafias) the higher the cost they will pay. For this reason, every time someone kills a crowd that should drop an item, a purchase order is created on the Black Market at a low price. For example, if a crowd were to drop a sword, the Black Market would create a purchase
order for that sword at an extremely low cost. Often, this initial cost is too low to be worth your time. Level 7 items can have a silver purchase order of less than 5k, which is absurd. However, once there are enough purchase orders, the price goes up. That silver Level 7 5k item might be 20k
silver now, it's still not worth it, but we're getting there. After the price finally reaches a profitable point for the crafter, they will sell and the purchase order is filled, which means that a lucky player has just got a nice drop and the whole process recovers. P.S. The Black Market is only in
Caerleon. How does the Black Market pay? Well, he does it using the silver that fell from the crowd. For example, a crowd might drop 1k of silver, but the Black Market takes 20% to pay for a purchase order leaving you with 800 silver (and not always with an item). Item Sink Of course,
since the Black Market is a rather shady organization, they occasionally lose some of your items. In the context of the game, this becomes a sink of objects. The elements of are lost more often to avoid saturation. Sell orders Just like the AH, you can create sales orders for the Black Market.

By creating sales orders you can more easily control when to sell certain items, especially lower-level items that fall regularly but also have a lot more people doing them. Making money on the black market This is what I assume of you reading this wants to learn to do. There's a lot of
potential to make money from the Black Market, and in fact, a lot of people make most of their money from the Black Market. If you're going to make money from the Black Market there are two main ways. Auction House Arbitrage In this method of making money on the Black Market, you
will buy items from the AH (in Caerleon of course) and sell them on the Black Market at a higher price. For example, let's say you wanted to sell this Knight Armor on the Black Market. Currently, the Black Market is buying 55k silver. To make a profit by selling this, you need to buy it for up to
54k of silver and preferably less. All right, now we know the price at which we have to buy it, we have to go and see if it's selling on the AH. As you can see it's selling, and at 38k silver no less. This means that for every piece purchased from the Black Market we make 16k silver (give or
take some AH fees). So, you can see how powerful the Black Market is. Where else at Albion can you make 16k silver in less than two minutes without almost any risk? Now, you won't always be lucky and you'll immediately find a lot every time you open the Black Market. But sometimes
you will and you could do 10x as much. A couple more things to note The black market has almost no entry barrier and is highly competitive. It's almost a certainty that it will become heavily bottled/alt after Albion became F2P. Having a big bankroll is important. Sometimes you can do 60k
on &lt;100k item= but= often= make= 60k= on= a=&gt;a 250k object. If you take too long to buy and sell someone could beat you to order, then you're stuck with the item and you've lost all that silver. Extra tips When you're looking for items to sell on the black market, it requires a bit of
experience to get you started. Knowing which items are normally a certain price takes time, but my rule of thumb is .1 enchantment level should be 50% more expensive than .0, .2 enchantment should be 50% more expensive than .1, and .3 should be 100% more expensive than .2. For
example, a .2 charm should be 150k if the .1 enchantment of the same quality is 100k silver, while the .3 version would be 300k silver. It's not perfect, but it saves me a lot of time running back and forth between the AH and the Black Market. My second tip for you is not really a suggestion,
but rather an asset. Now, it's not extremely useful and won't make you an Albion tycoon, but it will help you make a mind about market prices. Albion2D has a section on its website for in-game items and provides the market prices of each city and Black Market prices. I know you're probably
thinking wow! Will you tell me the prices? This should make the Black Market easy! but the reality is that Albion2D is a bit slow to update prices. If you rely solely on tool without checking the actual prices twice, you will be broken before finishing this sentence. Trust me, I've lost over
200,000 silver by stupidly trusting me. It's a great resource, just use &lt;/100k&gt; &lt;/100k&gt; carefully. My last tip is to use market filtering tools. Since the Black Market only buys the EXACT item, quality and all, mistakenly buying the wrong item can be expensive. Instead of wasting time
searching for the exact item, just use the filters at the top of the market screen, so all you have to do is take a look at the price to know if you should buy it or not. Also, you don't need to repeat the filter when using the AH. That way all I have to do is open the AH user interface and I can
decide if it's worth buying in two seconds, super simple. Crafter's Delight An alternative way to buy and sell simply is to create and sell things. This might be obvious to some of you, but don't be so sure. How many of you, when you were leveling the creation, were selling everything you
made at a super low cost just to recover some of the silver spent? Or how many of you got a piece of armor of exceptional quality and sold it for the price where you sold the regular version? I can safely say that most of you have done so. If you think this doesn't really happen, let me tell you
something. Those claws are the cheapest at caerleon market right now. All are 1k cheaper silver than the normal claw version. Some claws of exceptional quality are actually the same price as the basic version. Crazy, right? Let me tell you a secret. Most of the money I make on the black
market comes from good quality equipment. I think this has to do with most people who are lazy and only throw objects on the AH without worrying about the quality of the equipment, let alone what they could get from the Black Market. Essentially what I'm telling you is to stop being lazy
and get free money. Of course, it is not necessary and people who do the method one will make free money. In any case, someone earns for free. Conclusion This is all for albion online's black market. It is an incredibly intricate system that can cause merchant kings to rise and fall.... Naw,
it's actually just a dump for things no one wants to :). I'm not sure which article will be next, but if you have any ideas drop them below in friendos comments. Related
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